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With a perfect blend of spectacular scenery and overflowing historic legacy, Turkey has undoubtedly
made its mark as one of the leading tourism destinations in the world. The beautiful mosques and
palaces, iconic historic sites, endless adventure activities, and exciting cultural fusions of this country,
where Europe meets Asia, will never fall short on breathing life into your dream holiday! Be it a walk
through history, a multiethnic experience, or a romantic honeymoon trip, a taste of Turkish hospitality
and cultural heritage is all you need to make your trip memorable!
Plan your holiday to this mesmerizing destination with Turkey.ae. With unbeatable deals on
accommodation, travel tips, and a complete guide on the most popular attractions, Turkey.ae is your
one-stop solution to a holiday beyond your expectations.
From Cultural And Religious Heritage Sites, To Palaces And Natural Attractions, Turkey Offers
Something For Everyone!
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The history of Turkey narrates the tale of a 10,000 year old civilization. Dating back to the Prehistoric
Times, traveling through Anatolian Civilizations, progressing into the Roman Period of Anatolia, Great
Seljuk Turks, and the majestic Great Ottoman Empire; historical milestones define this iconic
destination.

With 13 properties listed as UNESCO World Heritage Sites, 52 nominated for the UNESCO Tentative List,
and 12 inscribed as UNESCO’s Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity; the ancient shrines, statues and
monumental tombs have numerous stories to tell. Discover the landing place of Noah’s Ark, relics of
Prophet Mohammed and other sacred items from the holy city of Mecca, the towering Mount Nemrut
attributed as the ‘highest open air museum in the world’, or visit the archaeological excavations of
ancient Jewish settlements near Salihli. Architectural aficionados are definitely in for a treat when
exploring the enchanting Topkapi, Dolmabahce and Beylerbeyi palaces of the Ottoman Empire.
A Perfect Blend Of Varied Landscapes For Adventure Holidays And Sporting Activities!
From exploring canyons to caving, rock climbing to paragliding, and scuba diving to white water rafting;
the varied landscapes of Turkey offer an all-year-round treat for adventure seekers and sporting
enthusiasts. The turquoise waters of Bodrum and Antalya, canyons and gorges of southern Turkey,
magnificent mountains of Kayseri, Adana and Agri, and the volcanic rock spires of Capadoccia, are just
some of the spots to enjoy the country’s thrilling offerings. Whether you choose to trek the rocky
terrains, surf the wavy waters, or explore the wild camping on remote parts of the countryside, the
possibilities are really endless!
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With a captivating mix of history, culture and contemporary leisure, Turkey
offers the best of the East and West. Explore Turkey.au to find interesting facts,
general statistics and tourism guidelines for your next trip to this spectacular
destination where two continents meet!

